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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the study on the identification
of utterance intention in Japanese spontaneous
dialogue.  The procedure of tagging the dialog act
which was labeled by hand was evaluated by the
analysis of the prosodic information and keyword
recognition for the dialogues of scheduling and
travel arrangement domains.  It was shown that the
integration of prosody and keywords relevant to
illocutional force type is effective for dialog tagging
of Japanese spontaneous dialogue.

1 INTRODUCTION

Spoken dialogue corpora with the labels of discourse
information are important to determine the intention
of utterance for understanding of spoken dialogue. 
Using dialogue context and intonation constraints
improves the performance of automatic speech rec-
ognition.
The dialog act is the useful information undertaking
the application of linguistic knowledge and semantic
analysis in the dialog processing.  Dialog acts, such
as  queries, responses, and acknowledgements which
were assigned to each utterance are effectively used
to constrain the possible sequences of words.  The
dialog model is designed as a knowledge source of
the turn-taking and the speech act sequencing.
By use of the corpus tagged according to a dialogue
analysis scheme, erroneous speech recognition can-
didates can be ruled out and the word error rate of
the recognizer drops. The dialogue tagging has been
undertaken mainly manually, however it is highly
required to develop the automatic procedure to make
the tagging reliable for a large volume of dialog cor-
pus.   The labels of tagged dialogues contains utter-
ance units, discourse structure and discourse
marker.  The annotation elements contain illocution-
al force types such as request, suggest, persuade,
propose, confirm, yes-no questions, wh-question,
promise, demand, inform as an initiation act. 

In this paper, we propose a way of identifying the
tagged label in comparison with the hand-labeled
tagging and the rule-based recognition. The essential

elements for the extraction of utterance intention in
Japanese spontaneous spoken dialogues are the
prosody such as pitch frequency and a duration time
of moras and the keywords for specifying the
illocutional force type. 
In this paper, we describe the outline of Japanese
annotation scheme focused on the dialog tag of the
utterance unit in section 2 and then, a method of
identification of utterance intention based on the in-
formation of prosody and keyword is presented.
Next, experiment is performed in section 4 to identi-
fy the dialog tag from spontaneous dialogue and the
results are compared with the proposed method and
manual tag.

2 DIALOG TAGGING FOR
JAPANESE

2.1 Annotation Scheme for Utterance

An annotation schemes  for Japanese discourse have
been developed and spoken dialogues of various
tasks including scheduling task, travel arrangement
task, map task etc.[1].   The annotation scheme is
related to the several components, that is, utterance
units, discourse structure, and discourse markers.
The information type of annotation is derived from
speech act, exchange structure in discourse, dis-
course segments, rhetorical relations, topics, infor-
mation status, task domains, and/or speech related
phenomena like back-channels and hesitations.  The
present scheme is based on speech act, exchange
structure, and discourse segments to examine their
correlation.
The utterance unit is the part of utterance which was
segmented the transcription of dialogue into basic
unit. The basic utterance unit was derived from the
delimiting work based on the physical properties of
the speech signal.  The continuously spoken utter-
ance was delimited if the pause of longer than 400
milliseconds is identified.

2.2 Illocutional force type

Illocutional force type is an abstraction of the
speaker’s intention in term of the type of action the
speaker intends by the utterance [2].  When the
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speaker utters a sentence, the hearer receives
communicative signs in addition to the prepositional
content.  According to the speech act theory, these
signs are classified as illocutional forces governed
by felicity conditions.  On the other hand, a dialog
act is a unit of a semantic interlingua and it consists
of speaker information, speech act, concept and
argument.  Dialog act indicates the intentions of
speakers, and characterize the focus of the
informational content of utterance.  The speech act
captures the intention of the speaker.  That is,
whether the speaker performs the act of accepting,
giving or requesting information, etc.  The speech
act may be detailed [3].
The classified annotation of illocutional force type
of  the utterance unit is shown in the Table 1. A de-
cision tree was used to assign the label of the
suitable illocutional force type.  The decision tree
consists of a set of questions concerning the func-
tional categorical characteristics of target utterance
type.  Example of utterances and illocutional force
type is shown in Figure 1.

Conventional Open, Close
Initiate Request, Suggest, Persuade,

Propose, Confirm,
Yes-No-question, Wh-question,
Promise, Demand, Inform,
Other-assertion, Others

Respond Positive, Negative, Answer,
Hold, Other response

Follow-up Understanding
Respond with
Initiating

Response Type / Initiation Type

Table 1 : Classified illocutional force type of utterance unit.

“Nanji kara aite run deshou ka” (From what time is
it free”) [Wh-question]
“Jikan itadake masu deshou ka” (Can I get your time)
[Request]
“Sochira no sensei no heya de yoroshii deshou ka”
(Is it all right to come to professor’s room”) [Yes-
No-question]

Figure 1: Example of utterances and illocutional force type.

3 EXTRACTION OF UTTERANCE
INTENTION

The intention of utterance in terms of illocutional
force type was extracted from the information of
prosody and keywords.

3.1 Prosody

In spontaneous speech, intonation cues and duration
are significantly effective to identify intention of
speaker’s utterance. There are a number of different
approach to introduce prosody cues for the inspec-
tion of dialog act.  The functional aspects of prosody
have been studied in relationship between prosody
and discourse [4].  Attempt to use the pitch contours
has been made to identify meanings of utterance.
Typically, the intonation analysis is effective to de-
clarative, wh-questions, yes-no-questions.  The syn-
tactic and prosodic features were derived as the in-
formation relevant to turn-taking in the Japanese
dialogue [5].  The duration of the final phoneme and
the pitch contour in the final mora region have been
treated to be an important features.  Duration lengt h-
ening tends to occur at major boundaries.  Variation
of duration in phrasing can be reflected in the ex-
pression of meaning.  As described in the previous
paper [6], the intonation event relevant to the rela-
tive amount of rise and fall of pitch and duration was
utilized to recognize the utterance’s move type.
In our study, the features of pitch and duration at the
ending of utterance were extracted. 
The pitch variation at the end of utterance was iden-
tified as three categories; rise, flat and fall.  The
pitch rise is determined in case that the difference of
adjacent pitch at subsequent phoneme is positive.
The fall is also determined in a similar way only the
difference of pitch is negative.  In Table 2, candidate
of dialog tag based on the pitch variation at the end
of utterance is shown.

Pitch variation Dialog tag
Rise      Wh-question/

Yes-No-question
Flat Answer/Inform
Fall Request

Table 2: Candidate of dialog tag based on the pitch variation at
the end of utterance.

The duration of mora (almost same as syllable) was
calculated after the phoneme-based speech recogni-
tion and the feature of lengthening or shortening of
duration at the ending of utterance was extracted.  In
order to take the durational variation of utterance,
we recognized the input speech in a phoneme base.
Phonetic transcription with duration was obtained
using HMM-based phoneme recognition.  Then the
duration of Japanese mora unit was obtained.  At the
end of utterance, three variations of lengthening, flat
and shortening were identified by comparing the du-
ration of the final mora with that of the previous
mora. In Table 3, the candidate of tagging of illocu-



tional force based on the durational variation at the
end of utterance is shown.

Variation of
duration     

Dialog tag

Long Wh-question/Yes-
No-question

Flat Answer/Inform
Short Request

Table 3: Candidate of dialog  tag based on the durational
variation at the end of utterance.

3.2 Keyword

It is common that the specific keyword corresponds
to the illocutional force type.  In determining dialog
tag, several keywords which represent the illocu-
tional force type were extracted by analyzing utter-
ance in a shallow manner.  The continuous speech
recognizer based on HMM using phoneme-based
acoustical model and bigram language model was
used to extract certain keywords which were char-
acteristics for the illocutional force act.  In Table 4,
candidate of dialog tag of illocutional force by use of
the keyword information is shown.

Keyword Dialog tag
"deshou-ka"(is that..)
"desu-ka"(is it..)
"masu-ka"(are you..)
“nani"(what)
"dochira"(which)
"ikaga"(how)
"doko"(where)
"nan-ji"(what time)
"itsu"(when)
"dono-youna"(what kind of)
"wo-onegai"(please)  

Wh-question
Yes-No-question

"onegai-itashi-masu"(please)
“itashi-masu"(I shall )
"itadake-masu-deshou-ka"(is it
possible)
"shi-masu"(I shall)      

Request

"nan-desu-ne"(is that right)
"de-gozaimasu-ne"(is it true)   Confirm

"shi-tain-desu-ga"(I would like
to)     Suggest

Table 4: Candidate of dialog   tag of illocutional force based on
the keyword information.

The overall candidate of dialog tag is assigned by
integrating the information of keywords and prosody
of pitch and mora duration.  The decision tree of the
assignment of the dialog tag based on the prosody
and keywords was made.  The outline of the strategy
of assigning the dialog tag is described as follows.
(1) If only one keyword is extracted, the dialog tag is

assigned as indicated in Table 3.7.
(2) If more than two keywords are extracted and the

dialog tags corresponding to each keyword do

not coincide, the pitch and durational information
is checked and the proper tag is assigned.

(3) If any keyword is not extracted, the pitch and
durational information is checked and the proper
tag is assigned.

(4) If there is no coincidence with keyword and pitch
and durational candidate, the tag of Inform is
assigned.

4 EXPERIMENT

4.1 Data

Experiments of identifying the tagged label by use
of prosody and keyword were performed.  The data
which we used for experiments was task-oriented
dialogues taken from travel arrangement and sched-
uling.  The number of turns was 124 in total.  The
data for experiment was mainly the sentences of re-
quest and questions and we selected 39 typical turns.
The speech signal was digitized at 16kHz sampling.
The pitch frequency was calculated by use of the
autocorrelation function.

4.2 Results

Results of identifying the tagged label based on
prosody and keyword are shown in the following in
comparison with the hand-labeled tagging. 
In the experiment, the rate of correctly was calculat-
ed in comparison with the hand labeled tag.  When
only the prosody information was used, 51.6% was
correctly identified.  In Table 5, result of tagging of
illocutional force based on the pitch variation at the
end of utterance is shown.  Here it is to be noted that
the case that the pitch at the end of utterance was not
extracted was excluded.  When the durational infor-
mation was used, 43.6% was obtained.  In case the
keyword was extracted by speech recognition,
44.7% was obtained.   Result of tagging of illocu-
tional force based on the keyword information is
shown in Table 6. When all the keywords were rec-
ognized correctly as is the case of text input, the
identification rate became 64.0%.   On the other
hand, 61.2% of the tagged label was correctly ident i-
fied, when the features of pitch and duration and
keyword information were jointly used based on the
several steps of decision rules.� In Table 7, com-
parison of tagging of  illocutional force type be-
tween the way of integration and hand labeled tag is
shown.  In case all of keywords were correctly rec-
ognized, 74.3% of the label was correctly identi-
fied.  In Figure 2, overall results of identification rate
of dialog tag are shown.  .
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Figure 1: Overall results of identification rate of dialog tag.

Correct Error

Wh-question
Yes-No-
question    

7 6

Answer
Inform  5 0

Request 4 9
Total  16 15

Table 5: Results of tagging of illocutional force type
based on the pitch variation at the end of utterance.

Correct Error
Wh-question
Yes-No-
question    

6 13

Answer
Inform 5 1

Request 3 5

Confirm 2 0

Suggest 1 0

Response 0 2

Total 17 21
Table 6: Results of tagging of illocutional force based on the
keyword information

   Hand
Label

Candi-
date

Wh-q
YN-q

Ans
Inf Req Conf Sug Res

Wh-q
YN-q 10 1 6 3

Ans-to-q
Inform 5 1

Request 1 6
Confirm 1 2
Suggest  1
Rsponse 1

Table 7: Comparison of tagging of illocutional force type be-
tween overall-based tag and hand labeled tag.

5 DISCUSSIONS

(1) The possibility of identifying dialog act by
analyzing prosodic information and keyword
extraction has been encouraged by this study. It was
shown that the integration of prosody and keywords
relevant to illocutional force type is effective for
dialog tagging of Japanese spontaneous dialogue.
Although the identification rate of 61.2% for the
case of the use of pitch contour and mora duration
and keyword is encouraging, since the significant
increase of identification rate was obtained
compared with the single use of the feature.
(2) Further improvement should be directed by use
of more large amount of data so that reliable crite-
rion could be established towards the automatic
dialog tagging of the spontaneous speech.
(3) Dialog content is expressed in various ways in
the various situations.  In general, contextual con-
straint is valuable, because the utterances are inher-
ently context-dependent.  Deep understanding of
contextual information of dialogue should be intro-
duced.
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